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Introduction 
Having worked in marketing leadership roles in a range of different Venture Capital (VC) 
backed, B2B SaaS Startups, I am conscious of how quickly the landscape is shifting. Now, 
more than ever, modern marketers need to keep one eye on the road ahead, as change is the 
only certainty, and decision-making with imperfect information has become the norm. We 
are all drowning in a sea of information. I hope that this short paper goes some way towards 
cutting through the noise by offering B2B SaaS marketers a single resource to start from 
when seeking to grow their SaaS startup.

This paper thus aims to introduce readers to some of the key strategic marketing elements 
they need to consider before turning to the implementation of a range of marketing tactics. 
It is designed for those working in B2B SaaS Startups, with a strong bias toward digital 
marketing. 

The focus is on the UK & Ireland, rather than the US, on Software as a Service (SaaS) rather 
than traditional software, B2B rather than B2C, and finally on early stage and scale-ups rather 
than established SaaS companies. 

So what prompted me to write this? 

• Firstly, much of the content I read on SaaS marketing is US-centric, and hence I feel 
does not always adequately reflect the requirements of local challenges here in Europe 
(including operating in a much more resource-constrained context). 

• Secondly, a lot of the content on marketing strategies and tactics is thinly disguised 
corporate communications and is thus lacking impartiality. This guide carries no 
corporate biases - if I mention a solution it is because I use it or derive benefit from it.

• Thirdly, I engage with a lot of tech startups in particular here in London and note that 
many are struggling to figure out what exactly they should be doing when it comes to 
marketing. Hence, If this paper can go some way towards resolving the ‘what to do’ 
questions I’ll be happy.

Finally, the list of topics covered is not intended to be exhaustive, but merely a selection of 
the areas I feel of most relevance to B2B SaaS startups. I will update it over time, largely in 
response to the emergence of new tools, the continued evolution of SaaS marketing, and in 
response to feedback from readers.

I hope you find it useful. If you do, please share it. If you do not please let me know, I’m 
always keen to learn and to improve. 
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The Context
For many B2B SaaS startups, the relationship with marketing is a curious one. Tech founders 
typically seek commercial co-founders, and marketing is often an afterthought. 

“It can be deferred until the product has traction, 
and a Series A has been raised to add rocket fuel”.

However, this is a narrow view of marketing as a function, as marketing spans a lot more than 
brand awareness or lead generation; not least the fact it should play a productive role in the 
initial product design. 

Putting strong marketing building blocks in place on Day 1 serves companies well in the long 
run. We can be seduced by the media showcasing the unicorns of the world. The reality for 
most, though, is that there are no overnight successes, and thus most SaaS startups need a 
longer-term strategy rather than bolting marketing on at some point to execute some tactics 
the CEO feels they need to undertake.

What is also noticeable is that the world is getting busier, with more and more companies 
utilizing the same techniques, resulting in even more noise, and making it even more difficult 
to achieve cut-through. Things change quickly - today’s growth hack is tomorrow’s waste of 
time. Competition is no longer defined as your immediate competitors, but rather in broader 
terms as a ‘competition for attention’ - a much tougher competitive set.

“What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its 
recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a need to 
allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of information sources that 
might consume it.”

Herbert A. Simon (1971)

The goal of marketing is thus to ensure that attention is captured, retained and converted 
such that your SaaS application ultimately gains ongoing usage from paying customers (who 
stick around). 
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Finally, a note about resourcing. 

Given the challenging financial characteristics of SaaS companies (acquisition costs upfront, 
uncertain revenues spread out into the future), it is particularly difficult to scale without some 
external cash. Bootstrapped B2B SaaS companies are rare (Teamwork in Ireland represents 
one notable exception) although they did raise some growth funding in 2022. Thus, the 
examples that follow are all premised on an assumption that some finance has been raised for 
investment in sales and marketing activities. Building a SaaS business is hard. Add VC funding 
into the mix and expectations change, and the goals of marketing and senior management 
can diverge quite quickly. Once external investment comes in, the focus often shifts 
exclusively to sales and free cash flows, and an impatience for immediate results. However, in 
most instances slow and steady trumps “quick wins’ and a primary goal in the formative years 
should be “keeping the lights on”.

The Importance of  Metrics
Data is the lifeblood of any SaaS company, and from the very start, you should have full clarity 
over the key goals and metrics for the business. Ensuring these are SMART goals rather than 
vanity metrics (metrics which look good but are not core business drivers) is of paramount 
importance. 

Metrics are also important in the context of the original marketing strategy, as any planned 
activities need to be commensurate with the current and likely audience numbers, as well as 
resources. The low visitor numbers on many B2B SaaS startup sites make it hard to justify the 
significant investment, which creates a ‘chicken and egg’ effect as purse holders are often 
loath to invest in acquiring traffic yet also bemoan the ‘lack of traction’.

Initial costs of acquisition may also be higher than is sustainable, which is perfectly natural 
as all startups need to undertake activities at the beginning that do not scale. Long sales 
cycles can also hit cash flow hard, so the marketing team must have a strong grasp of the unit 
economics of the business.

https://www.teamwork.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART_criteria
https://medium.com/@alangleeson/the-importance-of-traction-3453a8f20c3#.o8cm0f2lz
http://paulgraham.com/ds.html
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When it comes to metrics there are several elements to address from Day 1. 

1. Install Google Analytics code from the start to ensure that activity is being tracked (GA4 
/ Tag Manager). 

2. Set up UTM parameters so that any links to the site can be tracked properly back to an 
attributable source. The Complete Guide to UTM Codes (Buffer) is the best resource to 
learn what UTM’s are, and how they can be deployed properly.

3. Set up some goals linked to the successful submission of forms linked to primary and 
secondary Call to Actions (CTAs).

4. Ensure that attribution is baked into initial discovery calls where prospects are asked 
“Where did you hear about us?” with the response captured as a mandatory field in the 
CRM.

Metrics can be messy, and time-consuming for startups as the lack of historical data, and 
often low traffic volumes combine to make it difficult to rely on data to inform decision-
making. Intuition and common sense also have vital roles to play. 

Nonetheless, discussions about which data to track, and how it can help inform decisions 
are crucial. But it must always be taken with a ‘pinch of salt’ and ‘peer comparables’ are best 
avoided in the early days as meaningful comparisons can be difficult to obtain. Focusing on 
insights from the data rather than reporting on data is a subtle but important distinction.

Finally, when it comes to relying on Google Analytics data, it is important to apply filters to 
remove noise e.g. traffic related to existing users logging in, the team browsing the site, bot 
traffic (often the session time is less than 1 second) and traffic from non-target geographies 
e.g. India and China.

Learn More:    Avinash Kaushik’s Occam’s Razor blog 

https://blog.bufferapp.com/utm-guide
https://www.kaushik.net/avinash/
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Part 1  
Getting Set Up - The Basics

The Early Days - Brand Identity 

In an increasingly noisy world where competition is defined less by those ‘in your space’ and 
more about ‘gaining attention’ the need for a compelling brand is paramount. For B2B SaaS 
startups, the initial name for your business is a key decision, which is a little unfortunate in 
that the decision needs to be made when a company is right at the start of its journey. At 
these early stages, things are at their most uncertain, and it is thus challenging to make a 
largely irreversible decision.

Secure a “Dot Com” Domain

The name is all important as it represents a key component of your identity. Securing 
an attractive ‘dot com’ domain is increasingly difficult, and hence several derivatives are 
becoming common i.e. name.io or getname.com etc. However, if you can secure a two/three 
syllable dot com domain this is preferential. 

Once a solid domain name has been registered, you should secure the equivalent name for 
Twitter.

It is worth noting at this stage, that it is likely that you will have to pay for your domain given 
the sheer number of cyber squatters sitting on pretty much every derivative English term. 
Budget at least $5-10k or use a less popular domain suffix that you plan to upgrade after a 
Series A investment.

Visual Identity

When it comes to the actual visual identity there is often a temptation for startups to cut 
corners to save cash. However, this is one area where investment is warranted (particularly 
for a SaaS startup) to ensure that everything from the logo, to the typeface, is given due 
consideration. Your brand identity needs to project a powerful contemporary image and 
nothing undermines confidence in a fledgling brand than something that looks like it was 
created in-house or via a freelance student sourced from Fiverr.com. 

Good design is of paramount importance as visitors increasingly use simple heuristics 
to reduce search costs i.e. if it looks good I’ll continue, if not I’ll hit the back button. The 
emphasis on a strong design is all the more important for companies in the software/ tech 
space where visitors to a website will make assumptions about the software from the on-site 
UI and UX. It is very much a case of judging a book by the cover. 

https://www.fiverr.com/
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The growth in the appreciation of user experience (UX) and user interface design (UI) building 
on the work of the likes of Jacob Nielsen means that the bar has been raised for everyone. 
One need only look at the importance of Jonathan Ive at Apple to understand that the 
goalposts have shifted forever. Those falling short will note high bounce rates, low repeat 
visits, and low session times on their websites. The good news is that strong brand identities 
are easier to create than ever before. And once the foundations are in place, companies can 
commence outbound marketing activities safe in the knowledge that the initial impressions 
visitors get when arriving at your site will be favorable. 

Messaging

After that, it is a case of optimizing the flow ensuring that your site offers a clear value 
proposition, sufficient content for users to self-serve (if applicable) and clear “call to actions” 
so visitors can be converted from prospects to qualified leads. Messaging is thus another key 
element. While it will change as the offering evolves, you need to carve out a viable position 
and message accordingly. Again if budgets permit there are dedicated B2B SaaS copywriters 
like Racheal at Mighty Fine Copy that can assist you to hone your messaging.

Finally, In the very early days, you need to be comfortable with the need to constantly revisit 
everything from taglines to copy as exposure to real users increases. While this is easier 
to do with soft copies of marketing materials it is problematic with hard copies. Hence, it is 
advisable that early print runs of physical collateral like sales sheets are modest, as things can 
change pretty quickly.

How can one justify the cost of investing in your brand if traffic is low and budgets are tight? 

Key considerations here include: 

• The sector your company operates in

• Your customer acquisition strategy

• Your investment profile

• The extent of your ambitions

Given that most visitors and prospects for SaaS companies land on a website and make a 
fleeting decision, initial impressions do count.  

Learn More:    Obviously Awesome by April Dunford

https://www.mightyfinecopy.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Obviously-Awesome-Product-Positioning-Customers/dp/1999023005
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The Early Days  
The Website

Once an initial brand identity has been established, your website is going to be the location 
where it comes to life. I run the risk of incurring the wrath of countless numbers of web 
development companies, but do-it-yourself solutions from the likes of Squarespace 
adequately meet the needs of the majority of early-stage SaaS startups. Again it is a case 
of cutting your cloth, depending on what your proposition is, and the funds you have at your 
disposal.

In terms of websites, there are a few options that will work well for most SaaS startups.

1. WordPress 

If written content is likely to be a significant focus, picking a WordPress Theme from the likes 
of Theme Forest is a low-cost way to launch an impressive website without the need to build 
a site from scratch. You should also install Yoast to ensure that the content being produced is 
optimized from an SEO perspective (Yoast is a Search Engine Optimisation plug-in).  

The drawbacks are that WordPress can be difficult to maintain, and managing plugins and 
extensions can create vulnerabilities if the *main developer* leaves (as many do after a 
couple of years). 

2. Squarespace (Wix or Webflow)

Squarespace will enable you to create a strong visually attractive site, based on customisable 
templates that are intuitive to use. The websites are responsively designed,  and you pay a 
monthly/annual subscription for access to the service. 

The drawbacks are that it is template driven and thus lacks flexibility from a customisation 
point of view.

3.  Contento (or other Headless CMS)

Another route to consider is using a Headless CMS like Contento that has been built 
specifically for B2B SaaS websites (Disclosure: the author is the CEO of Contento). While 
Headless CMSs have been growing in popularity they are better suited to SaaS Scale-ups and 
those who have an in-house developer who can manage the site.  

http://themeforest.net/category/wordpress
https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
https://www.gocontento.com/
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In summary, In the early stages, I’m a strong advocate of building a relatively basic site so you 
can validate the demand for your solution. Once you’ve obtained some evidence of traction 
you can then decide to invest further. Thus I think it is hard to look beyond Squarespace at 
present as it offers an easy-to-use website builder, with built-in themes, and an impressive 
array of extras. Entry-level pricing is circa $200/ year and it offers the ability to create an 
impactful and intuitive site from Day 1. Once you are ready to go to the next level the likes of 
Contento become viable.

Finally, once live verify your site using Google Search Console to ensure it is being indexed, as 
well as to help you uncover errors and issues with your site, and ensure you add Google Tag 
Manager, Google Analytics and GA4.

The Early Days 
The Proposition

When it comes to SaaS businesses, the application must address a real pain people have. If 
you heed the lessons of the Lean Startup Methodology you will establish a Minimal Viable 
Product, test your assumptions and pivot based on user feedback. A beautifully designed 
application that meets a real need, and delivers value from the get-go is what is required now 
to ensure that sales and marketing have the foundations on which to build. A great product 
trumps everything. 

The following represent some good SaaS examples of strong (largely startup) propositions 
that spring to mind:

• Calendly - Simple Appointment Scheduler

• InvisionApp - Free Web and Mobile Prototyping

• Teamwork - Suite of Applications including Project Management

• Toggl - Simple Time Tracker

• Typeform  - Beautiful forms (and an Incredible Onboarding Flow)

What these applications have in common is a strong design, the fact that they are addressing 
a real need, and that they offer an ability to ‘try before you buy’. Product lead applications are 
difficult to displace, and word-of-mouth virality acts as a powerful driver when satisfied users 
tell their friends. 

https://medium.com/@alangleeson/the-importance-of-traction-3453a8f20c3#.ncnuv2vjj
https://www.squarespace.com/
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en
https://medium.com/@alangleeson/key-lessons-from-the-lean-startup-7ccc3f571a87#.6eh3uqg9r
https://calendly.com/
https://www.invisionapp.com/
https://www.teamwork.com/
https://toggl.com/
https://www.typeform.com/
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Unfortunately despite claims to the contrary many SaaS applications are not product lead, 
particularly when:

1. Resource constraints meant that UI/UX/ design and ‘marketing’ were viewed as optional 
in the early days.

2. When there was no technical co-founder and design was ‘downgraded’ when faced with 
a sea of competing demands.

3. Investors focus on short-term sales prematurely (often to the detriment of the product).

A superior product lead offering with ‘design to the fore’ helps build a more sustainable 
defensible business, and in my view trumps all other approaches. Now once you have 
established a clear product-market fit it is time to focus on dialling up your lead generation.

Recommended Reading:    Product Led Growth - Openview

https://openviewpartners.com/product-led-growth/
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Part 2  
The Marketing Strategy
An initial marketing strategy needs to be created to ensure resources can be allocated 
accordingly and to ensure that marketing activities are being prioritized and measured. It is all 
too easy to be reactive in SaaS marketing -  there is no shortage of people with opinions as to 
what to do, and plenty of companies looking to have you part with your money.

The marketing strategy needs to reflect the reality of the current context in terms of:

• Available budget

• Execution capability (team skill set)

• Resourcing (numbers in the team)

A modestly resourced function, with a minimal budget, weak domain knowledge, and a small 
team, is the norm for early-stage B2B SaaS startups. Hiring “A players” is very challenging 
for early-stage startups so it is important for the marketing lead (if one exists) to manage 
expectations in the early days. Utilizing specialist freelancers also makes sense at this stage 
as you need to access expertise while managing cash burn. 

Define Your Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) / Persona

A key part of this strategy will be clarity as to who you are looking to attract, down to the 
nth degree. One exercise to help with obtaining this clarity is the creation of personas, which 
essentially represent clearly definable niche customers in your target market. The Complete, 
Actionable Guide to Marketing Personas from Buffer is a useful resource for those looking to 
understand the concept in more detail. 

In the early days it is all about “pattern recognition” and being able to answer questions like:

• Why did we win?

• How did we win?

Once you are clear on who you are looking to target, you need to decide what channels you 
will use, and what messaging you plan to target the audience with. In many instances, there 
will be several segments that may have slightly different requirements, and these can be 
messaged with tailored content.

https://blog.bufferapp.com/marketing-personas-beginners-guide
https://blog.bufferapp.com/marketing-personas-beginners-guide
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B2B SaaS marketers need to consider their marketing plans in terms of:

• Acquisition 
generating marketing qualified leads who have a real need that the application solves.

• Conversion 
the lead may need to be nurtured if a purchase decision is not imminent (i.e. no pressing 
need). Options to ‘try before you buy’ means that marketing needs to work with product 
on issues like onboarding, managing drip mails etc

• Retention 
once the lead has been converted, marketing needs to support product and customer 
success in ensuring that the customer obtains real value from the application and does 
not churn.

Finally, a word about ‘growth hacking’. Increasing numbers of early-stage startups look to hire 
growth hackers in the belief that they can transform growth. What is often a better strategy 
is to encourage the marketing team to constantly test new ideas in a plan/ test/ evaluate 
cycle, and to promote a culture of risk-taking. Ensuring the business has clear goals that 
help marketing employees to focus on results, rather than outputs also helps ensure that 
growth objectives can be met. Everyone in marketing should be responsible for driving growth 
regardless of their title, but prioritizing product marketing in the early days is preferential.

“The most frequent mishire in startups is the first head of marketing. Which should you 
hire first? Many founders seek a demand generation marketer. After achieving product 
market fit, it’s a natural time to scale lead generation. But over the past decade or so, 
I’ve found hiring a product marketer first leads to more consistent success. Why is this?

Though the startup may have achieved product market fit, the company may not 
understand the fit. Who is using the product and why? How does the buyer journey 
evolve with time? How do buyers describe the product amongst each other? Few early 
stage companies can answer those questions accurately.

Establishing this foundation enables the company to determine which messages to 
proclaim and which customers to pursue. Having this framework aligns the business 
and typically increases marketing efficiency because campaigns are well targeted and 
resonate better. Demand generation and brand marketers will reap the benefits of this 
work. So will the rest of the business because it deeply understands its customers.”

Tom Tunguz

https://tomtunguz.com/most-frequent-mishire/
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Part 3  
Marketing Tactics
Now you have clarity as to the messaging, the audience you are looking to target, and a 
strategy to implement (that is commensurate with resourcing), you now need to dial up lead 
generation activity. 

Ensure you test different channels, measuring the efficacy of the various approaches to 
ensure that further investments are aligned with what is working. Attribution is key here - 
ensuring the provenance of all leads is captured in the CRM helps to understand where best 
to focus resources. 

In terms of what follows there are a couple of pointers:

1. I have excluded Outbound activity using a Sales Development Rep (SDR). Outbound 
activity is vital for early-stage startups but I view it as more of a sales lead tactic than 
marketing and thus it is out of scope for this document.

2. I have allocated different buckets for the below tactics based on prioritization. Of 
course, if you are in the fortunate position of having significant resources at your 
disposal then you can do a lot more of these in parallel than is usually the case for a 
typical Seed / Series A level European SaaS startup.

3. Treat all of the below as ideas to evaluate. Every B2B SaaS startup is unique and thus 
any playbooks need to be viewed through the prism of the context you face. 

So what are the sorts of tactics you’ll need to test as part of your marketing strategy? 

Key Activities

Blogging and Content Marketing

Creating compelling content and publishing it regularly is one of the best ways to demonstrate 
domain expertise in a particular area, as well as to generate leads. The word ‘compelling’ is 
deliberately chosen, as it is easy to create content but valuable content is much harder, yet 
worth the investment. Intercom’s blog is one great example, as the content quality is always of 
the highest order and a key source of leads, and aligns with the playbook of Des Traynor one 
of their founders who blogged extensively in the early days to help raise awareness. 

http://blog.intercom.io/
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The primary motivations for creating content include the search engine optimization (SEO) 
benefits, where you are looking to appear at the top of the Google organic rankings for your 
target keywords. If you succeed, the content serves to generate leads, while also reducing 
the cost of customer acquisition, compared to paid marketing alternatives.

A secondary goal is to become an authoritative source on a particular topic so that people 
read your content to learn how to solve problems they have (related to the solution you offer 
to solve these very problems). Naturally, your chosen topic needs to align with the solution 
you are looking to promote. While it is better to publish on your own site, it is also worth 
producing some content pieces as guest blogs in the early days, appearing on relevant 3rd 
party sites to gain access to the audience for the older site (given traffic on your own site 
may be low initially). These guest blog opportunities need to be highly targeted to sites with a 
similar audience to yours. Use SparkToro to assist with this if need be.

Despite the competition for attention, if you can entertain, educate or inform your target 
audience with consistently remarkable content it is possible to cut through the noise. 

Finally, a common mistake with content creation is it is often outsourced to a junior on the 
team. This is not a good idea. Firstly, they are unlikely to be able to write credibly on topics 
with the detail and clarity of the CEO or founder. Secondly, they may be unfamiliar with 
search engine optimization (SEO) and thus low quality content fails to deliver either readers or 
organic traffic. 

Content Amplification

An often neglected area in early-stage startups is that of amplification (promotion of content). 
You need to promote the content you create through as many channels as you have access 
to. Given that inbound marketing is a long-term play you do need to ensure the content is 
relevant to your audience, and that the frequency of promotion does not encourage them to 
unsubscribe.

Popular channels used to promote content include:

• Announcement Bars/ Hello Bars on Your Site

• Emails to prospects 

• Newsletters (Industry newsletters initially)

• LinkedIn (individual accounts rather than the corporate account)

https://sparktoro.com/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/18476/The-Ultimate-8-Point-Checklist-for-Remarkable-Content.aspx#sm.0000ung82zy6xd1spxr12v1ymv8wf
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• Twitter (personal accounts with decent followers)

• Facebook (less relevant for B2B)

• Medium / Quora/ reddit (whichever of these sites is most relevant)

The chosen mix of these will vary depending on a mix of factors including audience size, 
and target demographic. One thing to be aware of is that the performance of most of these 
channels has been declining in recent years as they degrade the organic performance 
deliberately as they seek to push people to pay to access the audience on the channel.

Hence, if you have some budget, and the content piece is of value, paying to promote it 
can be a good tactic to employ to achieve cut-through. When you do post links to content 
it is important to track the content by source, ensuring that you can learn over time which 
channels perform the best. Finally, ideally paid content promotion is for gated content pieces 
only where users have to provide details before being able to download the content (often a 
case study or white paper). Again in terms of managing expectations, this form of activity can 
help with brand awareness but they are likely to disappoint from an ROI perspective if there 
are expectations that they will deliver lots of leads.

Learn More:    The Beginner’s Guide to Content Marketing by Moz 

Events

Events work well in major cities like London, as it is easier to attract speakers and an 
audience. These can range from simple networking evenings, to ‘round tables’ to dinner 
evenings like those run by the likes of Tablecrowd. 

Events can be particularly powerful if a guest speaker can present on a topic related to 
your core business offering as they can bring both influence and a sense of impartiality 
to proceedings. Overt selling needs to be avoided at all costs, as these events are usually 
positioned as an opportunity for attendees to learn about a particular topic. They are also 
ideal for companies who need to educate the market, and who are looking to position a senior 
manager as a thought leader in the space. 

Trust is an increasingly important currency in business, and relationship building needs to take 
place face-to-face and in person. Real in-person relationships matter a lot more than virtual 
ones, despite appearances to the contrary and events offer one route to achieving this.

https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-content-marketing
https://www.tablecrowd.com/
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Images and Infographics

We live in an increasingly visual world and design must be at the forefront of all marketing. 
This can range from logo design to hero shots for the home page, to infographics based on 
market research conducted. The cost of sourcing high-quality images has fallen, with the 
main cost now relating to the search costs associated with finding the ‘perfect match’ on sites 
like Unsplash, and Getty Images. 

Adding icons and vectors to web pages can also help break up the blocks of text, and are 
useful design signals. Shutterstock now includes banks of video content, as well as icons 
which can be purchased as part of a subscription. Easily add icons based on primary font and 
pantones e.g. Symbolicons or Icons — UI8 or The Noun Project. 

PPC (Google Ads)

Pay-per-click represents one of the most powerful marketing tools for B2B SaaS Startup 
marketers. Why? 

Firstly, It offers advertisers an ability to target people based on ‘search intent’ so that 
marketing dollars can target prospects who are essentially expressing some level of need. 
While this will vary depending on the search terms used, it essentially offers advertisers an 
ability to target on a more granular level. 

Secondly, given the dominant position Google has in the UK, Google Ads need to be a core 
element of any SaaS startup’s marketing strategy. After all, organic listings [SEO] can take 
a while to deliver results (up to 1 year of sustained content production), and unless you can 
appear on page 1 for terms with strong purchase intent your ability to generate meaningful 
leads will be constrained. 

Thirdly, the platform offers a very flexible means to get in front of prospects searching for 
solutions to problems they have.

Google Ads needs to be managed carefully, though, as it is pretty complicated and is easy to 
rack up costs. It is best to start with a small, limiting daily budget, focusing on keywords that 
are ‘exact match’ while ensuring the countries being targeted match your core audience. 

Ideally, PPC is managed via a freelancer who can manage the account a few days a month. 
This represents a much cheaper option than an agency and a less risky approach than doing it 
in-house. They can also help with goal setting, reporting (setting up Google Data Studio) and 
feedback on landing pages. 

https://unsplash.com/
https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/
https://www.shutterstock.com/
https://symbolicons.com/
https://ui8.net/category/icons
https://thenounproject.com/
https://datastudio.google.com/
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There are two common issues you may encounter and thus need to be ready for.

1. Low impression volumes 
If your solution is innovative, obscure or highly targeted it may be that there are low 
impression volumes which means the impressions are not there (no matter the spend). 
In instances like this, a common approach is to use a lookalike audience finder like 
Sparktoro to identify other sites your audience is present. Diverting the budget to paid 
opportunities on 3rd party sites such as promotions via email newsletters makes sense 
in this scenario.

2. Intense competition 
Another issue you may encounter is one of intense competition where primarily US VC-
backed competitors flood Google with ads bidding up the cost per click. It is important 
to tread carefully when faced with better-funded competitors so your approach can 
deliver leads at a reasonable cost.

As your solution matures, and budgets increase, dialing up PPC can often yield strong lead 
generation particularly when the category is hot.

Retargeting can also work well when you have decent traffic. It relates to a form of digital 
marketing where visitors to your site are cookied, and as they visit other sites your adverts 
appear as banner adverts. For some, it can be a little unnerving as they feel that ‘adverts 
are following them around’. Like many of these platforms, they are worth testing. As a rule of 
thumb, banner adverts have traditionally performed poorly, although retargeted adverts are 
likely to perform better as you are shown adverts relating to sites you have visited. At worst 
they help keep your brand name front of mind. Finally, you may need to hack these systems 
a little as B2B sites have lower traffic volumes than B2C so the cost of managing these can 
be prohibitive when set against on-site numbers. Some enable you to target people based on 
other activities (i.e. not just those who have visited your site) so these can also be explored.

Landing Pages

A landing page is a page designed specifically to target a particular audience with a highly 
tailored message. They are typically used in conjunction with Google Ads (Pay Per Click) 
when users are targeted on their ‘search intent’. Rather than directing traffic to a home page, 
you should direct visitors to a bespoke landing page with minimal options for the visitor, and 
a strong call to action (CTA) i.e offering gated content in return for the provision of an email 
address.
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One strategy to consider testing is the deployment of highly targeted landing pages. These 
pages can be used for particular campaigns, or specific activities. For example, a pay-
per-click campaign could be put in place driving traffic to newly created landing pages for 
a particular offer. It is also possible to match the H1 with the text that was used to serve 
the advert so the visitor is seeing content that matches their search string. (See Google 
Optimize). 

Similarly, landing pages can be created for different countries which can serve to ensure local 
content for visitors. 

There are several things to bear in mind when designing landing pages:

• The sole job of the landing page is to get people to click on a CTA

• Clean design with strong visuals, and without excessive content or clutter is key

• Keeping other links to a minimum is important (as these offer alternative exit paths 
which lead visitors in other directions). 

• Be clear on the goal so that the content is framed in terms of how it helps the visitor

• Strong “call to action” should be a button leading the visitor i.e. Download Now 
accompanied by a short G2 comment to strengthen the CTA button

• Fast loading page 

• Social proof throughout this page is going to be important to build instant trust e.g. 
customer quotes should be laid out and easily skimmable - with nice headshots and 
logos that draw new visitors into reading them, building on your like and trust factors

• Email capture in return for providing access to the gated content is common alongside 
more direct CTA’s like [Schedule a Demo].

• Long form pages are important to ensure most questions are answered ‘on the page’.

The following resources are useful when building landing pages:

• Unbounce is one tool to look at as it enables marketers to build landing pages which 
can then be optimized via A/B testing. 

• Wordstream offers a free landing page grader that can help you to analyze the efficacy 
of the page.

Finally, whether or not to include the Top Level Navigation is often a key discussion point. 
Many best practice guides recommend not including it (as it can distract and take users off 

https://optimize.google.com/optimize/home/#/accounts
https://optimize.google.com/optimize/home/#/accounts
http://unbounce.com/
http://www.wordstream.com/landing-page
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the page), however, I feel that on balance it is best to include it as most B2B SaaS brands are 
obscure and visitors are likely to want to know more than what you’ve covered on the page.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Search engine optimization is simply ensuring that your site is set up correctly to ensure it can 
be found easily by the search engines (in Europe Google is the most dominant search engine). 
A goal for an optimized website is to ideally appear in a top 3 slot when your keyword phrase 
is searched upon (or a page 1 listing at worse i.e. positions 1-10). 

There are several elements to consider relating to SEO (both on-site and off-site). 

1. Keyword Selection

Firstly, it is important to draw up a shortlist of 10 to 50, two to three-word keywords that 
you would like to be found for. The choice of these keywords is important - there needs to 
be sufficient search volumes to warrant their inclusion, while you want to avoid intensely 
competitive keywords where more established companies with deeper pockets dominate. 
You’ll also ideally want a mix including some that evidence strong purchase intent and some 
which qualify the subset e.g. to a region or date e.g. car hire London, or expense management 
software.  

In other words, you need a short list of the phrases that people will Google to find you. 

How do you compile this list? There are several techniques including:

• Using the language customers use

• Hacking Google AdWords (Keyword planner)

• Try Google Autocomplete

• Look at competitor’s meta-titles and descriptions 

• Keyword tools like Wordstream or Keyword Spy

• Via competitor analysis (SEMRush, aHrefs or Uber Suggest)

• Via G2/ Capterra Reviews (Own and Competitor)

http://www.wordstream.com/
https://www.keywordspy.com/
https://www.semrush.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/
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In terms of understanding the competitive landscape, Googling the search phrase will give 
you a sense of who is featuring organically, and which companies are running PPC campaigns 
targeting the phrase. The more adverts render the more competitive (costly) the term. 

Finally, it is also important to align where you are searching with where the bulk of your 
targets will be searching. You may be running searches in Cork, Ireland whereas your primary 
target audience may be in the US and hence the results you get will be materially different.

2. On-Site Optimization

Once you have selected your short-list you can create one page per site optimized for each of 
these terms i.e. ensuring the content on those pages reflects the terms, that the URL contains 
the keywords, image file names, meta name and description, and H1 tags etc. 

A well-optimized URL for the keyword ‘vertical saas’ would be 
https://www.gocontento.com/blog/vertical-saas

A poorly crafted URL would be 
https://www.gocontento.com/blog/2022-01-01/what-is-vertical-saas

Tools like Yoast can help non-technical marketers optimize within WordPress. 

Keyword stuffing where the content is overwhelmed with the keyword was an old technique 
that is now best avoided. As always the litmus test is how compelling the content is - or how 
remarkable it is. The better the content, the greater the likelihood people will link to it, which 
aligns with Google’s intent of encouraging the creation of compelling content. 

Finally, two vital steps are often missed.

1. Once a piece is published then the URL needs to be added to Google Search Console.

2. You need to then do a site-wide search to find other blogs that reference the *new* 
keyword across your site and add some backlinks on that keyword.

Using the above example the search in Google is  
Site:gocontento.com “vertical saas”

If there are pages on the Contento site referencing the phrase (ideally in blog content) adding 
internal backlinks is highly recommended.

https://www.gocontento.com/blog/vertical-saas
https://www.gocontento.com/blog/2022-01-01/what
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3. Gain Links

Once the page is in place, it is then important to drive traffic to it (rather than waiting for it 
to be found). The techniques involved will vary, however social media will typically play a 
dominant role in amplifying the message. See the Amplification checklist below.

Some companies may want to engage in a form of link building, which can be effective but is 
also both time-consuming and resource-intensive (avoid at all costs sites offering X number 
of links for a fee). 

The greater the number of inbound links you can gain from authoritative sites the better, as 
these essentially act as votes which Google uses when assessing the ‘value’ of the page. 
Other things to think about include:

1. The use of breadcrumbs as part of the navigation structure.

2. Updating the Site XML regularly (increasingly done automatically)

3. Ensuring page load times are fast (not just for the user, but also due to the fact Google 
takes speed into account when ranking a page). 

4. On-page optimisation from title tags to metadata

It is important to be consistent with the use of anchor text (while also ensuring some 
diversification) so once you have a dedicated page for a particular keyword you consistently 
link to that page using the related text i.e. B2B SaaS marketing consultant rather than click here. 

Finally, it is worth bearing in mind that SEO is a long-term play which needs commitment and 
patience. And the set of factors impacting results is varied (and increasingly difficult to game). 
Domain longevity is one example, which weights results favorably towards older sites over 
newly created ones, US sites also seem to figure prominently even when the search is from 
UK-based IP addresses. The key is to look to influence the factors you can control rather than 
worry about those you can’t. 

http://www.workwithagility.com/about-alan-gleeson/
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Amplification Checklist

The following represents some ideas as to how to promote new content e.g. when you 
produce a new blog or white paper.

1. Hello Bar on Home Page 

2. Signature File of Team Members

3. Twitter Organic

• Corporate Accounts

• Corporate Accounts

• Pinned Tweet at top of Twitter Feed

4. Linkedin Organic

• Company Page

• Individuals with decent followers

5. Linkedin Paid

6. Third party newsletters

7. Drip Emails

8. Membership Newsletters

9. Comments on similar themed content on Quora/Medium/ Reddit etc

Learn More:    Beginners Guide to SEO 

Learn More:    How to Rank 25 Step SEO Master Blueprint

http://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo
http://moz.com/blog/how-to-rank
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Social Media

Social media covers a wide range of platforms, but I am going to concentrate on the main 
ones I believe should be looked at by B2B SaaS Startups. 

There are four main initial considerations:

1. You need to evaluate the various options based on your business type, budget, and 
what you are looking to achieve.

2. You need to establish an initial presence (at the very least).

3. You need to test how the various media work so you can double down on the most 
relevant ones. 

4. You need to commit sufficient resources as the payoff can take some time.

5. You need to recognise that monetisation is a key objective for these platforms so your 
reach is very limited unless you pay.

While it is worthwhile gaining a profile on some of the below (as a defensive basis initially) it is 
important to focus on the one which represents the best sources of leads for your particular 
offering. Ideally, you’ll figure out 1 / 2 dominant ones which can then be focused on. Again 
bear in mind your resource constraints as outlined above.

For example, if you have a lot of visual content, then it may make sense to prioritize Instagram 
and Pinterest as the platforms to focus on (provided of course that you have some evidence 
that your target audience uses these). 

It will also depend on what your primary objectives are i.e. building brand awareness, 
helping to raise awareness amongst prospective employees, engaging with customers, lead 
generation or for SEO purposes. These platforms all offer paid-for solutions also, and again 
depending on budgets, paid strategies can be used to complement any organic ones. 

As a rule of thumb though Linkedin tends to be the best-suited platform for B2B SaaS, and 
investing in TikTok, Snapchat, Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram is not going to be 
worth the effort.

Finally, it is also worth considering whether the business would benefit more from having 
a senior lead / evangelist as the main focus. Many people prefer engaging with personal 
brands rather than corporations so again it is a case of considering which works best for your 
business.
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Main B2B SaaS Channels 
(Social Media)

LinkedIn:

Linkedin is one of the most powerful social media platforms for those in B2B given it facilitates 
access to key personnel within businesses. It can be a very powerful research tool also as 
it enables companies to build up profiles as to likely decision-makers within their target 
audience. Linkedin Groups have largely become synonymous with spam so are unlikely to be 
of any value. 

In recent years, Linkedin has become a lot more aggressive at monetising use, putting daily 
caps on searches, inmails and the like. Increasingly it is becoming a ‘pay to play’ platform 
where you use one of their paid advertising platforms to access leads or prospects. Finally, 
Linkedin publishing is also worth testing as an extra distribution platform for any content 
produced but as they want to keep you on the platform any links off tend to be penalized.

Medium: 

Medium is a publishing platform that also has access to an audience. While this audience is 
primarily a professional one, there is a US bias and it can be difficult to gain engagement. 
Nonetheless, it is a useful content platform where you can post content, as well as engage 
with other thought leaders. Finally, it is more of a personal brand platform rather than a 
business one, given the focus on articles written by people. 

Quora:

Quora is a Q&A platform that offers users the ability to create profiles and answer business 
questions. Again like Medium, it is better to use your personal brand rather than your business 
one. It can serve as a useful lead generation tool and is worth an investment of time in 
responding to questions related to your specific domain interests and where your answers 
can make a valuable contribution to a debate. Again the bias is heavily US orientated but 
from a B2B SaaS angle, it is a very useful platform. Like many of these platforms, it is getting 
saturated by aggressive marketing hacks e.g. posing questions and plugging solutions in the 
answers.
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Youtube: 

Both YouTube and Vimeo offer video hosting and publishing capability for video. These 
channels are likely to grow strongly as we all consume more content in video format. For 
B2B SaaS startups many site visitors expect to watch a short video (no more than 2 mins) 
that helps explain what your solution does, as well as outline the key benefits. It can be 
challenging for early-stage startups to create videos as the product feature set may be light, 
or the UI/UX unintuitive, but as these improve, producing one becomes important. 

Alongside product videos, we are also likely to see continued growth in video testimonials 
as SaaS companies look to add real social proof by filming users talking about the benefits 
they’ve obtained from using a particular solution. The good news is that production costs 
have fallen in recent years, meaning that entry-level video production is affordable for most 
SaaS startups. 

Finally, depending on where your core audience is (based on Google Analytics data) you may 
want to consider using US voice-overs if they represent the biggest market segment you are 
targeting.

Twitter: 

Twitter is a great platform for a whole host of reasons, not least the fact that it enables 
individuals and companies to engage with a wide audience (there is also a range of softer 
benefits). However, it is very much a medium that requires time and effort, and the ROI can be 
hard to justify. 

For startups, it is important to secure a company Twitter handle early on i.e. the company 
name @company name. Given it is a very personal medium though, company founders should 
also set up personal accounts (if they have not already done so). While many people associate 
it merely as a broadcasting platform, its application is much broader ranging from competitive 
research to education to engaging with influencers to customer service. 

Building a follower base is one of the most important initial steps, so it is important to promote 
your Twitter name widely (offline and online) as well as follow those in your competitive space 
or with prospects you’d like to engage with.

Twitter as a marketing tool?

Twitter has invested heavily in its paid advertising tool, replicating some of the key 
functionality of platforms like Ad Words while also ensuring a straightforward onboarding 
process. Options available include Tweet promotions, Account promotions, and promoted 
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trends. Depending on your objectives there are several different products available and 
advertisers can target based on keywords, location or on accounts helping to ensure that 
campaign objectives can be met. 

While I can see the appeal for larger companies with big budgets, I feel the arguments for 
smaller companies embracing it as a key route to market are less compelling. While payment 
is on ‘engagement’ i.e. when a Twitter user clicks the cost to the user is free so like Google 
Ads I suspect there is some level of click fraud present. From a Twitter user perspective, 
the increased monetisation of the platform has led to somewhat of a backlash in terms of 
‘blocking’ advertisers or replying to Tweets with unfavorable comments. 

One of the really strong benefits though is testing can be done at a pretty low cost. Like many 
of these media, the strong focus on analytics means a campaign can be tested and assessed 
so that the ROI is clear. It is then a case of ruling it out, tweaking the campaign or doubling 
down if the ROI is positive. 

White Papers

White papers are of key importance for B2B SaaS companies as they act as a form of gated 
content where you provide value (in the form of educative content) in return for gaining 
access to prospect data. 

Ideally, the content offers value in the form of unique insights that address a particular area in 
detail. Most are in the form of PDFs that are downloaded. It is worth noting that as attention 
spans decrease, long-form white papers are not as popular as they once were. Nonetheless, 
the idea is to offer much more value than the reader would typically get from a blog.

A good example of a well-produced series of white papers is those produced by Intercom 
where the subject matter is closely aligned with the benefits arising from the use of Intercom.

Intercom on Product Management

Like all content produced the distribution of it is of paramount importance, and thus an 
amplification plan needs to be in place to help to ‘get the word out’ so as to ensure all the 
efforts made in producing the content is not in vain. 

Finally, white papers tend to be accompanied by a series of automatic follow-up emails known 
as Drip emails which aim to get you access to an inbox regularly rather than once-off. 

https://www.intercom.com/books/product-management
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Activities when More Established

Review Sites

Once the application gets some traction it is important to source testimonials. Social proof 
is an important means to de-risk purchase decisions for prospects, so you need to add case 
studies, client logos, testimonials, videos of customers using your application etc as forms of 
independent validation. 

Review sites such as G2, GetApp and Capterra, are useful sites for SaaS startups with 
offerings in more mature categories i.e. where some competition exists. Review sites are 
important as the search intent is clear - if someone is evaluating applications based on the 
reviews they are sending a clear purchase signal. These sites usually appear at the top of the 
search listings for your category via a strong organic presence and via paid adverts meaning 
they are very much in competition with you for converting search terms. Their model is a paid 
one, so you do need to pay to ensure your application features prominently. So it is through 
gritted teeth that I recommend that you do obtain listings on these as they do generate leads 
(particularly in the US). These will grow in popularity in the years ahead as more and more 
people reduce their search costs and outsource the purchase decision to sites like these. 
Finally, don’t forget your tracking so you can measure the effectiveness of these channels to 
source leads.

In short, In the early days it is difficult to include these platforms in marketing priorities, 
however, as user numbers increase, dialing activity up here is worth the investment 
(especially if your application has low churn/ high net promoter scores). 

Learn More:    6 Ways to Generate B2B Leads

Exhibitions

There has been a huge growth in the exhibition space in recent years (notwithstanding the 
COVID 19-induced pause), with a whole raft of event organizers entering the market targeting 
a myriad of verticals.

The recipes are pretty similar; target a particular niche audience, curate a list of relevant 
speakers, attract exhibitors looking to target the same audience and charge them often 
extortionate amounts for the privilege. 

https://medium.com/@alangleeson/generating-leads-in-a-challenging-environment-b2b-a4e42c85e779#.iatfegta2
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While the organizer bears the risk of establishing the initial event, after that, the risk quickly 
shifts to exhibitors and it can be difficult to justify exhibiting given the associated costs. 
Paying for space is simply the price of entry, the costs for ancillary services can often be 
frothy and the logistical cost of attending can be significant. 

That all said, in an increasingly digital world, exhibitions do however offer a relatively unique 
means to get face time with a target audience and this is a key attraction. Some exhibitions 
also provide delegate lists so attendees can be marketed to subsequently, whereas others 
allow badge scanners so data can be captured from those visiting your stand. 

It is worth attending an event before committing to exhibiting to get a feel for footfall, and the 
audience make-up, as free events, in particular, can attract a mix of attendees including a fair 
share of time wasters. Staying overnight is also a good idea, as many a deal has been done 
at a hotel bar when delegates leave their guard down and are usually happy to chat. One only 
needs to look at the emphasis SaaStock put on this during their inaugural Dublin event to see 
the appeal.

Once you have committed to exhibiting it is important to build a marketing campaign around 
the event so that your target market is aware of your attendance. The sales team should also 
commence an outreach campaign looking to line up meetings in advance rather than just 
hoping the leads will come to them on the day.

Finally, aside from attending events in an exhibitor capacity, it is also useful to go to some 
dedicated ones to learn and to network, with SaaStock representing a key one in Europe.

Learn More:    10 B2B / SaaS Lessons from SaaStock

PR

PR is an often under-appreciated element of marketing for SaaS startups. Despite the size 
of the industry, PR does have a mixed reputation with some SaaS startups, and the more 
price-sensitive ones with a myopic focus on immediate results represent one cohort that 
often struggles with PR. A typical £5-1ok per month investment for a minimum of 6-12 months 
is a relatively big call for an early-stage SaaS company when compared to other options. 
SaaS startups are better off seeking to work with PR freelancers i.e. who don’t carry much 
overhead so can be more competitive from a cost point of view. It is best to source a provider 
that is well established in your own field, and that can evidence strong relationships with key 
target influencers, journalists and decision-makers. 

https://www.saastock.com/
https://medium.com/@alangleeson/10-b2b-saas-lessons-from-saastock-2016-adba87654602
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It is also important to be very specific about the goals and expectations around results. The 
old approach of monthly retainers and results being measured in column inches no longer 
tallies with data-focused results-based SaaS startups. I’d even recommend going so far 
as providing a list of 10-20 target publications you want to feature in as well as sourcing a 
provider in the country where your biggest market resides.

In summary, some resources should be dedicated to PR, to enjoy the “silent benefits” as 
described by leading US VC Mark Suster in his blog of that title: The Silent Benefits of PR but 
long-term commitments should be avoided until there’s clarity as to the ROI.

“If I had $1 dollar left to spend on marketing I would put it to PR” 

Mark Suster, Up Front Ventures 

Video

Video encompasses a range of elements from product videos, to corporate videos to 
customer testimonials. For a host of reasons, it is difficult to prioritize video in the early years 
of a startup.

The initial feature set may be light, and UI/UX sub-optimal, meaning it is hard to showcase 
your application in video format. However, there will always be some exceptions to the rule.

When it comes to product videos, these should be capped at 2 minutes and should leave the 
viewer in no doubt as to:

• Who is it for?

• How easy the application is to use (UI/UX)

• What are the key benefits?

One other area where videos are useful in a B2B context is where you can get real 
testimonials from existing clients. If you have some marquee clients using these will help act 
as a form of social proof and will help to de-risk the purchase decision for other prospects.

Finally, when it comes to the creative use of video (low production) Rand Fishkin of Sparktoro 
has leveraged the medium a lot, especially via Linkedin as this below example illustrates.

Video by Rand Fishkin

Learn More:    How to Market Your SaaS Startup

https://bothsidesofthetable.com/the-silent-benefits-of-pr-29ae38417e03#.betewhzd3
https://bothsidesofthetable.com/the-silent-benefits-of-pr-29ae38417e03#.betewhzd3
https://bothsidesofthetable.com/the-silent-benefits-of-pr-29ae38417e03#.a9vgvgklw
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/randfishkin_when-comscore-similarweb-google-trends-activity-6955246037733146624-RgYf?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
http://www.alangleeson.com/portfolio/saas-startup/
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Lower Priority Tactics

Influencer Marketing

Influencers are individuals who are viewed as authoritative sources of information relating to 
specific domains. They usually have access to their own audience, for example, they may be 
an influential journalist writing for a publication with a wide circulation, or a ‘thought leader’ 
with a large Twitter following. 

‘Influencer marketing’ relates to using these individuals as a conduit to access your target 
audience. This can come in many guises from seeking a product endorsement to having 
influencers share content with their audience. While often synonymous with B2C marketing 
(where the use of celebrity endorsements is a multi-million $ business) it is increasingly being 
considered by B2B SaaS startups, particularly those with innovative solutions or those who 
need to ‘educate the market’. However, using influencers is not recommended for B2B SaaS 
startups given a low likely ROI.

Podcasts 

Podcasts have been undergoing a resurgence as the production quality has improved, the 
technology has evolved (Airpods) and as more and more commuters look to consume content 
on the go (COVID 19 does not seem to have resulted in much of a decline). The main surge 
has been in the US where access to a bigger audience helps justify the cost and time on 
the supply side. Unless your application has wide market appeal, and you have a significant 
marketing team then producing a podcast is best avoided. 

However, they are useful as a means to access a wider audience, and offering a CEO or 
Founder up to appear on Podcasts is useful. Ideally, a junior person creates a target list and 
prospect’s appearance opportunities through cold outreach. Alternatively engaging a Podcast 
booking agency partner like Speak on Podcasts can deliver great results but at a cost.

https://speakonpodcasts.com/
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Summary 
In summary, B2B SaaS startups vary greatly and thus each must test what activities work best 
for the audience that they are looking to target based on their own unique circumstances. 
Access to resources will also help shape marketing activities given the need to prioritize, as 
well as to add ‘paid formats’ into the mix. 

This guide has been designed to help share some of the key concepts that those working 
in marketing teams in B2B SaaS startups need to be thinking about. While it is not intended 
to be exhaustive, many of the core areas to look at have been included. The tactics outlined 
above are designed to support lead generation, and the lack of focus on conversion and 
retention was largely due to a desire to keep the word count in 4 figures!

Finally, the only constant is change, and marketing strategies need to adapt as behaviors 
change and platforms evolve. While marketers need to focus on the here and now, one eye 
must always be kept on the horizon, staying abreast of the latest socio-economic changes, as 
well as staying close to the detail, to ensure that any techniques being applied have the best 
chances of succeeding.
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